Fall 2023
New and Notable Staff Picks
For Marilyn Heaney Collection

The Bee Sting
By Murray, Paul
An irresistibly funny, wise, and thought-provoking tour de force about family, fortune, and the struggle to be a good person when the world is falling apart. Shortlisted for the 2023 Booker Prize!

Chenneville: A Story of Loss, Murder, and Vengeance
By Jiles, Paulette
Consumed with grief and driven by vengeance, a man undertakes an unrelenting odyssey across the lawless post-Civil War frontier. From the award-winning and bestselling author of News of the World.

The Vaster Wilds
By Groff, Lauren
An electrifying novel from the celebrated bestselling author of Matrix and Fates and Furies about a spirited girl who flees her Jamestown like settlement in colonial America, and tries to make her way through the wilderness and survive.

The Fraud
By Smith, Zadie
From the acclaimed and bestselling novelist Zadie Smith, comes a kaleidoscopic work of historical fiction set against the legal trial that divided Victorian England.
Happiness Falls
By Kim, Angie
When a father goes missing, his family's desperate search leads them to question everything they know about him in this thrilling page-turner. This is a deeply moving portrait of a family in crisis from the author of Miracle Creek. Good Morning America Book Club Pick!

Bright Young Women
By Knoll, Jessica
Bright Young Women tells the story of two women whose lives are changed forever by America's first celebrity serial killer Ted Bundy. It sheds new light through the lens of two survivors and the sisterhood they formed in the wake of their shared terrors. Captivating!!

The River We Remember
By Krueger, William Kent
In 1958, a small Minnesota town is rocked by the murder of its most powerful citizen, pouring fresh fuel on old grievances. This is a dazzling standalone novel from the NYT bestselling author of the This Tender Land.

The Wren, the Wren
By Enright, Anne
The Wren, the Wren brings to life three generations of Irish women and the lasting impact of a father and fictional famous poet and who abandons his critically ill wife and two young daughters while still retaining his fame. Highly anticipated and fantastic reviews!

Let Us Descend
By Ward, Jesmyn
From the two-time National Book Award winner, youngest winner of the Library of Congress Prize for Fiction, and MacArthur Fellow--comes a haunting masterpiece about an enslaved girl in the years before the Civil War.
The Last Devil to Die: A Thursday Murder Club Mystery
By Osman, Richard
A new mystery is afoot in the fourth book in the Thursday Murder Club series from million-copy bestselling author Richard Osman. Always fun, charming and smart!

Land of Milk and Honey
By Zhang, C. Pam
A rapturous and revelatory novel about a young chef whose discovery of pleasure alters her life and, indirectly, the world. Named a most anticipated book of the year by The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times and many more.

What You Are Looking for Is in the Library
By Aoyama, Michiko
For fans of Before the Coffee Gets Cold, a charming, internationally bestselling Japanese novel about how the perfect book recommendation can change a readers' life.

The Vulnerables
By Nunez, Sigrid
The bestselling, National Book Award-winning author of The Friend brings her singular voice to a story about modern life and connection. Spare and understated, funny and thoughtful.
So Late in the Day: Stories of Women and Men
By Keegan, Claire
From the best-selling author of Small Things Like These, comes a triptych of stories about love, lust, betrayal. Celebrated for her powerful short fiction, considered among the form’s most masterful practitioners, Claire Keegan now gifts us three exquisite stories.

Wellness
By Hill, Nathan
Best-selling author of The Nix is back with a poignant and witty novel about marriage, and the often baffling pursuit of health and happiness. Patrons are loving it!

The Armor of Light
By Follett, Ken
The long-awaited sequel to A Column of Fire, The Armor of Light, heralds a new dawn for Kingsbridge, England, where progress clashes with tradition, class struggles push into every part of society, and war in Europe engulfs the entire continent and beyond.

Absolution
By McDermott, Alice
A riveting account of women's lives on the margins of the Vietnam War, from the renowned winner of the National Book Award.

The Museum of Failures
By Umrigar, Thrity
An immersive story about family secrets and the power of forgiveness from the bestselling author of Reese's Book Club pick Honor
The Fragile Threads of Power
By Schwab, V.E.
V. E. Schwab, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue, opens another door to a new fantasy series set in the dazzling world of Shades of Magic.

Wingwalkers
By Brown, Taylor
A former WWI ace pilot and his wingwalker wife barnstorm across Depression-era America, performing acts of aerial daring. Wingwalkers is one-part epic adventure, one-part love story, and, as is the signature for critically-acclaimed author Taylor Brown, one large part American history.

NONFICTION

Elon Musk
By Isaacson, Walter
From the author of Steve Jobs and other bestselling biographies, this is the astonishingly intimate story of the most fascinating and controversial innovator of our era.

Going Infinite: The Rise and Fall of a New Tycoon
By Lewis, Michael
The wild and still ongoing story of Sam Bankman-Fried and the world of cryptocurrency. This is as much a character portrait as it is an exploration of a pocket of the financial industry that still baffles so many. From the author of Moneyball and The Big Short.
Astor: The Rise and Fall of an American Fortune
By Cooper, Anderson
Author Howe, Katherine
The number one New York Times bestselling authors of Vanderbilt return with another riveting history of a legendary American family, the Astors, and how they built and lavished their fortune.

Class: A Memoir of Motherhood, Hunger, and Higher Education
By Land, Stephanie
A gripping new memoir about college, motherhood and life after housecleaning from the bestselling author of Maid who inspired the hit Netflix series about a struggling mother barely making ends meet. Coming November 2023.

Man of Two Faces
By Nguyen, Viet Thanh
The highly original, blistering, and unconventional memoir by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Sympathizer, which has now sold over one million copies worldwide.

My Name Is Barbra
By Streisand, Barbra
The long-awaited memoir by the superstar of stage, screen, recordings, and television. Coming in November 2023!